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Relax, Unwind, De-Stress, and Color In Your Dreams With These Psychedelic 60s Fashion
Illustrations. Imagine putting on some 60s music and sitting down to relax and color your way
through the fashions and fads of the 1960s. These detailed illustrations will teleport you back to a
world where beehive hair, velvet suits, bell bottoms and tie-dye were born. Pick a page that jumps
out to you and let the fun begin! LightBurst Media is committed to bringing you fun and unique adult
coloring books for you to relax and enjoy! We are quickly becoming an favorite adult coloring book
brand and sincerely hope that you enjoy our coloring books. We always love to hear your feedback
and see any pages that you color from one of our books! What you can expect from Fashion
Forward: FUN hand-drawn fashion pages, no computer generated images here!Â Clothing, hair
styles, accessories and trends from 1960-1969Â Images printed single sidedÂ Detailed stress
relieving illustrations perfect for both Adults and Teens Â A great gift for people that like 60s stuff
and/or retro fashion Pick up your copy of Fashion Forward today by clicking the Add to Cart button
at the top of the page for a fun way to relax and unwind!
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Fantastic coloring book, highly recommend for anyone into fashion or 1960's culture. The book has
27 fashion designs thatreally capture the authentic look and feel of the 1960s. Colored pencils and
Sakura gel pens work great in this book, so you'll get a great result whatever you're working with.
Just finished coloring one page attached here!

What fun for those of us in our teens, twenties, even thirties in the 60s. It was a time when we finally
were able to let go of those strict rules, let down our hair. Even the guys had long hair; remember
one young man standing with his back to me, beautiful long hair (I was jealous) and velvet suit. I
thought it was a girl until I passed him...the beard gave it away. Denim, headbands and scarves,
tie-dye everywhere, and flowered prints now ruled the clothing industry...until the Mod look hit the
US. Then we got mini skirts, big prints, knee-hi boots. Folk music became mainstream. The
Animals, the Beatles, the Who, and the English Invasion of music changed American music for the
better. Then there was Woodstock...This coloring book reminds me of all that and more. There are
bell bottoms, boots, minis, animal prints, bouffant hair, even a beehive...for those of you who don't
know, it didn't have bees. Fantastic flowered prints...we just have to add the color. Of course, it
wouldn't be complete without the flowered VW, the surfer bus, and the flowered bus. All of this just
waiting for us to let our imaginations have a blast. What no beaded curtains or doorways...I received
a PDF copy for review...the designs on the clothing seemed a bit small to color...though the print
copy of Fashion Forward shows it will be 8.5" X 11"...hoping that will be large enough to enjoy this
fun coloring book.

The pages in this book are amazing! I have not done any fashion pages and these are so much fun.
Each page offers a different possibility for coloring. I am using a wide variety of markers and pencils
to create a variety of completed images. I am thrilled with this book!

Length: 4:10 Mins

Another hit by LightBurst Media, this book is so much fun, it is truly like taking a walk down memory
lane if you come from that Era~~!!* If you didn't , you younger colorist ought to check out just how
cool your parents used to be~~!* I love that they print on one-side pages so you can use Markers or
gel ens if that is your preference., if you like to keep your pages in your book don't forget to use
protection behind your image so you don't ruin the image behind it. Check out my video review and
take a peek inside this book, any colorist would totally enjoy coloring in this from beginner to
advance as there is quite a lot of patterns going on as well as lots of skin tones and opportunities for
blending and shading. Super fun book. Light Burst media sent me this book for my honest review.

I received a digital copy of this book via Member Giveaway on LibraryThing.com in an exchange for
an honest review.A great collection of illustrations. The book is full of flowers (as a fabric pattern)

and it also contains a few pictures of hair (for example the cover page). I enjoyed the more detailed
pages, where pictures consisted of many small elements. I find it boring to color blank backgrounds,
so I was pleasantly surprised that many backgrounds had original and detailed design.My personal
advice: If you are bored using crayons, I recommend using watercolor crayons or simply just
watercolors. Have a great time!

I received this as a review copy just to be honest. The first thing I did was print out several of the
pages for myself and my roommate to color. As someone who actually remembers the 60's (a little)
the images are perfect for that era. The patterns allow for so many color choices and let my
somewhat wild color combinations work perfectly. I want pink next to neon green, it works. I love this
book and the choices in clothing and decor are very well chosen. The images are printed on one
page with nothing on the other side so there isn't color leak-through to the next image. Very well
thought out and designed book.

How much fun! For me it was a blast from the distant past, college and my-first-real-job days. I'd say
it's a win for those who enjoy fashion â€” and the business of staying in the line when coloring. And,
these pages have plenty of lines: The style is definitely late '60s-'70s, which makes for a
complicated coloring experience. (Not all of the pages are solely complicated, however, so it would
work for those with less patience, as well.)

I was so happy to receive this in a digital format as a winner on Library Thing! I just finished printing
it out and I cannot wait to get started coloring! The scenes and details are great! I find a lot of the
pattern coloring books to be overwhelming and too repetitive. I prefer scenes such at the ones
found here. The theme is fun and I get to share with my mother who has also taken to coloring for
stress relieving! Thanks LightBurst Media! This is a GREAT coloring book with lots of fun in store!
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